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Preface   

Established on 8 March 1997, the Association Concerning Sexual Violence Against 

Women (ACSVAW) has been striving to promote women’s rights and gender equity in 

Hong Kong. With particular focus on sexual violence, ACSVAW urges the Government 

to address relevant issues and provide victim support, mobilizes the public to join the 

fight for victim’s rights, with a view to restore a life of confidence and dignity to the 

victims. In 2000, ACSVAW set up RainLily—the first ever one-stop sexual violence 

crisis centre in Hong Kong—to provide all-round services for survivors of sexual 

violence.   

In recent years, we notice increasing prevalence of image-based sexual violence, 

including non-consensual taking, distribution and selling of intimate images, threats to 

distribute intimate images, and creating fake pornography (‘deepfake’). We conducted 

a survey in 2019 on public’s experiences of image-based sexual violence and published 

Survey Report on Image-based Sexual Violence in March, 2020 (see Appendix). 

Results show that image-based sexual violence brings lifelong trauma to victims. For 

victims who muster up and report, a majority of them were snubbed by the police, who 

often excuse themselves for having ‘no legislation in place’ to initiate investigation. 

Most respondents opine that it is necessary to legislate specific offences against image-

based sexual violence.  

We support the Security Bureau’s proposals to create the offences set out in the 

Consultation Paper, subject to our specific responses stated below in Section A of this 

document. However, in order to fully address the myriad forms of image-based sexual 

violence, we contend that there is an urgent need to penalize the act of ‘threatening to 

distribute intimate images’, provide injunctive sanction against such act, and court 

orders for removal of images. ACSVAW proposes to introduce a new offence on 

‘threatening to distribute intimate images’ and relevant interim and removal 

orders, further elaborated in Section B of this document. We hope the Government will 

adopt our views and carry out the legal reforms as soon as possible.  

Ms WONG Sau Yung, Linda   

Executive Director  
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Responses to Proposals 1 and 2: Voyeurism and Intimate Prying 

Here are our further responses to Questions 1 and 2. 

1. We suggest that there should be one single offence with the maximum penalty of 

5 years’ imprisonment to penalize the acts of “voyeurism” (Proposal 1) and 

“intimate prying” (Proposal 2), regardless of purpose. The reasons are as follows. 

2. Motive or purpose of perpetrator irrelevant. The motive or purpose of the 

perpetrator, whether for sexual gratification or not, is irrelevant to the gravamen 

of the offence. The gravamen of a sexual offence that is based on sexual 

autonomy1 is usually of two parts: (a) non-consensual (b) intrusion of a sexual 

nature. Examples of such intrusion by physical contact include sexual assault 

(previously known as “indecent assault”) and sexual assault by penetration 

(previously “rape”). The new offences proposed in the Consultation Paper purport 

to penalize non-physical intrusions of a sexual nature. The underlying principle of 

these offences is respect to one’s sexual autonomy: all acts with a sexual 

denotation, physical or non-physical, should never be forced upon. 

3. We submit that the issue is always, and should always be, whether the 

complainant’s sexual autonomy has been violated. That is, whether there has been 

a sexual intrusion, physical or non-physical, and whether the complainant has 

given consent. These would sufficiently constitute the basis and elements of a 

sexual offence. It is neither conducive nor meaningful to divert the spotlight of 

inquiry towards the perpetrator, or to trace the motive or purpose of the 

perpetrator’s conduct, for that could be wide-ranging and frivolous: out of 

curiosity, excitement to violate the law, retaliation, shaming of the victim, profit, 

or—sexual gratification. One may appropriate or weaponize sex for a million 

reasons; but the wrong is never in the purpose, it is in the very act of such 

appropriation or weaponization. 

4. Other purposes are no less than a sexual purpose. To create two disparate 

classes of offences, merely by the distinction of sexual gratification, will lead to 

a foreseeable moot point in trial: is the defendant’s conduct for satisfying 

                                                      
1 In the Law Reform Commission’s Report on Review of Substantive Sexual Offences (dated December 

2019), sexual offences are classified into three categories: (1) offences based on sexual autonomy; (2) 

offences based on the protective principle; and (3) offences based on public morality (paras. 1.15-1.19). 

The new offences proposed in this Consultation Paper, would arguably fall under the first category. 
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his/her/their own subjective sexual desire, or something else? Such inquiry is not 

meaningful—why is it more blameworthy if one does that for private sexual 

consumption? Yet again, the overarching wrong, is always the appropriation or 

weaponizing of sex to benefit oneself or to harm others, which can be achieved out 

of a sexual or non-sexual motive, damage done by one is no graver than the other. 

5. Did a group of bullies, who watched the victim shower on livestream from 

another room, allegedly out of mischief and shaming, commit a crime less wrong 

than people who admittedly did the same for sexual desire? Why should an 

offender, backed by a psychiatric report stating that he/she/they broke the law for 

pathological thrill, get away with a graver offence? What is the reason for 

disparage in treatment? These futile threads of inquiries in court stray away from 

the true focus, which should be on the complainant—whether he/she/they have 

been non-consensually and sexually violated.  

6. Level of culpability can be reflected in sentencing. To put down in black and 

white that “to obtain sexual gratification” attracts graver penalty than other 

purposes, alludes that “sexual gratification” is a meaningful “blameworthiness 

calibrator” of the array of purposes that can emerge, while it is not. Examples 

above demonstrate how non-sexual purposes can be as shaming and harmful, if 

not more shaming and harmful in some cases. The relative culpability behind each 

motive or purpose can instead be sufficiently reflected in the mitigation and 

sentencing process, tailoring to each case’s specific factual matrix. 

7. No requirement of sexual gratification in existing sexual offences. The offences 

of “sexual assault” and “sexual assault by penetration” require no proof of sexual 

gratification on the part of the perpetrator. In the case of sexual assault, the element 

to prove is on whether the act is “sexual”, not whether it’s for “sexual gratification”. 

In the case of the new offences proposed in this Consultation Paper, the 

requirement that some “intimate act” or “intimate parts” have been pried or 

photographed, has already sufficiently imbued a sexual element to the offences. 

The extra proof of “sexual gratification” is not a necessary indicator in establishing 

a sexual offence. 

8. Evidential hurdle in proving sexual gratification. The prosecution has to prove 

beyond reasonable doubt that the defendant committed the offence for subjective 

sexual gratification. Or, the court has to draw the only irresistible inference. For 

the wide-ranging possible purposes listed above, it may not be too difficult to raise 
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a reasonable doubt. Sexual gratification is also hard to define. It will be rather 

hard to collect relevant circumstantial evidence; the most concrete evidence will 

inevitably come from an admission. We have looked into English case law on 

“sexual gratification”, and also the latest UK Archbold, the leading authority on 

criminal law, both avenues provide no definition, except that in R. v Abdullahi 

[2006] EWCA Crim 2060, it is ruled that “the defendant's purpose could be any 

form of sexual gratification and it did not matter whether it was short-term or 

long-term, immediate or deferred, or immediate and deferred” (para. 17); and in 

R v Court [1989] AC 28, the court took the approach that indecent intention can 

be inferred from the circumstances. In other words, it requires some guesswork 

and pick-and-choose of evidence from the bench.  

9. Putting the defendant’s sexual identity and orientation at trial. It is highly 

foreseeable that the perpetrator’s sexual orientation will be a contentious issue at 

trial. For example, a man who surreptitiously observes a woman in shower may 

raise the defence that he is gay, and therefore impossible to obtain sexual 

gratification from the prying. The prosecution will inevitably need to challenge his 

evidence by suggesting that he’s not telling the truth. By present day’s standard, 

such line of inquiry is considered intrusive to one’s private life. It also defies the 

concept that a person’s sexual orientation and identity may be fluid, and such 

inquiry is unfair to a defendant who embraces a fluid sexual orientation and 

identity. If the law recognizes that non-consensual intimate prying is a wrong, does 

it matter if, say, a man is pried by another straight, gay, bisexual, pansexual, 

asexual, or transgender man, or even an intersex person? The law may intend to 

penalise sexual disorders or sexually deviant behaviour, but as discussed above, 

the harm and danger of such behavior for non-sexual purposes can be as grave; 

and an offender of the later type is no less a sexual predator because it is the 

appropriation or weaponizing of sex to benefit oneself or to harm others that truly 

defines a sexual predator. By suggesting to do away with the sexual gratification 

requirement, we are not downplaying the gravity of a wrongful act for one’s 

sexual desire, instead, we are emphasizing that appropriation or weaponizing 

of sex for non-sexual purposes are equally damaging and blameworthy. 

10. Lack of convincing justification for the sexual gratification element. With due 

respect, a careful inspection of the Law Reform Commission’s Report on 

Voyeurism and Non-Consensual Upskirt-Photography dated April 2019 and 

Report on Review of Substantive Sexual Offences dated December 2019 reveal 
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little or no justification on introducing a purpose element to the voyeurism offence, 

and there was almost no discussion or analysis on the necessity of the same. It 

seems that the proposed offences are modelled after those in overseas jurisdictions 

without detailed analysis on the rationales behind. 

11. The explanatory notes2 accompanying section 67 of the Sexual Offences Act 2003 

(England and Wales), on the offence of Voyeurism, did not illustrate the rationale 

behind the need for a sexual gratification. That of the New Zealand and New South 

Wales equivalents are also unclear. The relevant discussion in the Scottish 

Parliament3 offers no explanation on the sexual gratification requirement. 

12. Rather, some guidance might be sought in the Canadian Consultation Paper:  

Voyeurism as a Criminal Offence. In Part One of the Paper4, under the heading 

“Defining Voyeurism”, a “voyeur” is, defined under the Canadian Oxford 

Dictionary, as “a person who derives sexual gratification from the covert 

observation of others as they undress or engage in sexual activities”. The need for 

an element of sexual gratification follows from this purely lexical and literary 

interpretation of the word “voyeur”. 

13. In Part Two 5  of the same paper, under the heading “Rationale”, the policy 

rationale is set out as follows: 

“The policy intent is to create two alternative ways in which a criminal 

voyeurism offence could be committed. The first branch of the offence would 

involve surreptitious viewing or recording of another person for a sexual 

purpose while that person is in a place and in circumstances where there is a 

reasonable expectation of privacy. By this formulation of the offence, as long 

as the viewing or recording is done for a sexual purpose, it does not matter 

whether or not the victim was naked, engaged in explicit sexual activity, etc. 

when the viewing or recording took place. The second branch of the offence 

would recognize that it may be difficult to establish that the viewing or 

recording was done "for a sexual purpose" in circumstances where the victim 

                                                      
2 https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2003/42/notes/division/5/1/53  
3 Scottish Parliament Justice Committee, Official Report of Meeting 17 March 2009 (Consideration 

ofamendments, Day 1) see: http://archive.scottish.parliament.uk/s3/committees/justice/or-09/ju09-

0902.htm 
4 Department of Justice, Canada (2015). Voyeurism as a Criminal Offence: A Consultation Paper. See: 

https://justice.gc.ca/eng/cons/voy/part1_context.html#def  
5 Department of Justice, Canada (2015). Voyeurism as a Criminal Offence: A Consultation Paper. See: 

https://justice.gc.ca/eng/cons/voy/part2_crim.html  

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2003/42/notes/division/5/1/53
http://archive.scottish.parliament.uk/s3/committees/justice/or-09/ju09-0902.htm
http://archive.scottish.parliament.uk/s3/committees/justice/or-09/ju09-0902.htm
https://justice.gc.ca/eng/cons/voy/part1_context.html#def
https://justice.gc.ca/eng/cons/voy/part2_crim.html
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and the offender do not have physical contact. This formulation recognizes 

that the viewing or recording may be done for other purposes, such as to 

generate visual representations for commercial sale, to harass or intimidate 

the victim, or to amuse others at the victim's expense. If the policy rationale 

for the creation of an offence is to protect persons from sexual exploitation, 

it can be argued that this rationale is relevant whether the accused committed 

the offence for a sexual purpose or for some other purpose. As with the first 

branch of the voyeurism offence, the Crown would have to prove beyond a 

reasonable doubt that the viewing or recording was done surreptitiously, in 

circumstances where the victim had a reasonable expectation of privacy. In 

the second branch of the criminal voyeurism offence the mental element and 

the physical element of the offence would "match up" in the sense that the 

viewing or recording would have to have been done for the purpose of 

viewing the victim in a state of nudity, or undress where the breast, sexual 

organs or anal region are exposed, or while the victim is engaged in explicit 

sexual activity. Furthermore, the actual observations or recordings of the 

victim must also have captured the victim in one of the physical states 

mentioned in the offence or engaged in explicit sexual activity. Both branches 

of the criminal voyeurism offence, therefore, would create specific intent 

offences.” 

14. In other words, the Canadian policy rationale is that some “sexual” nature has to 

be proved; therefore, in the case where a sexual purpose is present, the victims 

does not have to be exposed or engaging in a sexual activity; but in the case where 

the victim is in a state of nudity or undressing, or engaging in a sexual activity, a 

sexual purpose is not necessary. 

15. The proposed Hong Kong model is different in this regard—as aforementioned, 

the elements of “intimate parts” or “intimate act” already imbue a sexual nature to 

the prying. Therefore, non-physical intrusion is not any less sexual than a physical 

one. In some cases of sexual assault (formerly known as indecent assault), it may 

be even harder to prove a sexual nature if the touching seems innocuous.  

Here is our further response to Question 3. 

16. We agree with the proposed scope of acts for Proposals 1 and 2. 
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Responses to Proposals 3 and 4: Non-consensual Photography of 

Intimate Parts 

Here are our further responses to Questions 4 and 5. 

17. We suggest that there should be one single offence with the maximum penalty of 

5 years’ imprisonment to penalize non-consensual photography of intimate parts, 

for sexual gratification (Proposal 3) or otherwise (Proposal 4), for reasons 

illustrated in paras. 2-15 above. 

18. Additionally, the element of ‘to obtain sexual gratification’ as a purpose is not 

necessary for constituting similar offences in some overseas jurisdictions, such as 

New Zealand, Australian Capital Territory New South Wales, Victoria, South 

Australia and Queensland (see Table 1 Comparison of offences of voyeurism and 

non-consensual photography of intimate images of overseas jurisdictions, on 

pp.14-15).  

Here are our further responses to Question 6. 

19. We think that the proposed scope of acts for Proposals 3 and 4 is too narrow, 

because it fails to cover the act of ‘down-blousing’. Below are our arguments for 

supporting the inclusion of ‘down-blousing’.  

Here are our further response to Question 7, concerning down-blousing. 

20. We are of the opinion that the offence of non-consensual photography of intimate 

parts should cover ‘down-blousing’. In our experience, the seriousness of ‘down-

blousing’ is the same as recording intimate image beneath one’s clothing (i.e. 

‘upskirt photography’). Different from the Government’s views, we notice that the 

calls for criminalizing ‘down-blousing’ are as strong as criminalizing ‘upskirt 

photography’. One female interviewee of Survey Report on Image-based Sexual 

Violence (see Appendix), Florence 6 , who experienced ‘down-blousing’ and a 

stranger taking photo of her breasts in a public occasion, expressed tremendous 

distress as she felt a loss of control over her bodily expression and sexual 

autonomy: 

                                                      
6 Pseudonym 
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21. The Government put forward in the Consultation Paper (on p.7) that the definition 

of ‘down-blousing’ is unclear such that it will constitute a barrier in law 

enforcement. However, we take the view that the definition is clear, because one 

of the elements is the recording of image is taking place in circumstances where 

the intimate parts would not otherwise be visible to the public. If someone(A) takes 

picture of another person’s(B) breasts from the top angle such that A can view the 

part of breasts that B does not suppose others could see and above all, B does not 

consent to A’s act, then it will fall into the definition of non-consensual ‘down-

blousing’.   

  

Case study: down-blousing  

Florence, who experienced ‘down-blousing’ with someone taking photos of her 

breasts in public places, her images were later uploaded onto and circulated on 

social media sites. Through the sneak shots, the perpetrator attempted to portray 

Florence as someone who shows off her breasts on purpose, intentionally solicits 

attention to her breasts by wearing a spaghetti strap dress and deliberately leans 

down to attract people filming her.  

 

She saw for herself how her body expression was arbitrarily distorted while the 

photos were circulated, but she was unable to do anything about it. Florence 

expressed that the perpetrator deprived her of the right to express and control her 

body.   

Source:  

Survey Report on Image-based Sexual Violence (ACSVAW 2020) (see Appendix) 
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Responses to Proposals 5 and 6: Distribution of Surreptitious Intimate 

Images and Non-consensual Distribution of Intimate Images 

Here are our further responses to Questions 8 and 10. 

22. We agree with the introduction of the offence against the distribution of 

surreptitious intimate images (Proposal 5).  

23. We agree with the introduction of the offence against the non-consensual 

distribution of intimate images, in cases where consent might have been given or 

was given for the taking of such intimate images (including stills and videos), but 

not for the subsequent distribution (Proposal 6).  

Here are our further responses to Questions 9 and 11, concerning the scope of act 

of Proposals 5 and 6. 

24. For the proposed scope of act for Proposals 5 and 6, it is too narrow. We propose 

to the Government that the offence should extend its scope to cover distribution of 

pornographic or sexually explicit images that have been photoshopped, where a 

victim’s head being pasted on to a commercially produced pornographic image. 

The definition of ‘intimate image’ of overseas jurisdictions, such as New South 

Wales7 and Queensland8 of Australia, includes images that have been altered to 

appear to show a person’s private parts or show a person engaged in a private act. 

Therefore, we suggest the offences of Proposals 5 and 6 should also cover 

distribution of ‘deepfake’ pornography or photoshopped explicit images.  

25. For the proposed scope of act for Proposal 6, we recommend that it be extended 

to cover distribution of intimate images which show the victim’s intimate parts, in 

addition to ‘images showing the victim doing an intimate act’ as stated in the 

Consultation Paper.  

26. Furthermore, we suggest extending the proposed scope of acts for both Proposals 

5 and 6 by including the act of ‘threatening to distribute intimate images’, 

referencing section 2 of the Abusive Behaviour and Sexual Harm (Scotland) Act 

2016 9 . Legislation of new offence on ‘threatening to distribute intimate 

                                                      
7 Section 91N Definitions of Division 15C Recording and distributing intimate images, Crimes Act 

1900 No 40 (NSW) 

8 Section 207A Definitions of Chapter 22 Offences against morality, Criminal Code Act 1899 (Qld) 
9 Note: the name of the section is ‘Disclosing, or threatening to disclose, an intimate photograph or film’ 
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images’ of Section B entails our detailed submission in this regard.  

Here are our further responses to Questions 12 and 13. 

27. For Proposal 6, we agree that the offence should be constituted if the distributor 

knows the victim did not give any consent for the distribution, or is reckless as to 

whether the victim gave such consent. 

28. For Proposal 6, we agree that the offence should be constituted if the distributor 

intends to cause the victim distress, or knows or has reason to believe that the 

distribution will or is likely to cause the victim’s humiliation, alarm or distress. 

Responses to the definitions of Intimate Acts and Intimate Parts 

Here are our further responses to Questions 14 to 16. 

29. We take the view that “intimate acts” should mean acts, in a place which would 

reasonably be expected to provide privacy, by a person when the person’s intimate 

parts are exposed or covered only with underwear. Instances of a person changing 

clothes, showering or bathing also be included in the definition.  

30. We agree that “intimate parts” should be taken to mean a person’s genitals, 

buttocks, or breasts, whether exposed or covered only with underwear. 

31. We agree that the definition of “intimate parts” should include breasts and chest, 

irrespective of gender, including men, women, transgender people, intersex people, 

etc. in alignment with “gender neutrality” principle laid down by the Law Reform 

Commission. We suggest that the wording of the legislation should be gender-

neutral as well as sensitive to people of non-binary gender identity. Para.20 of the 

above illustrates the reasons for covering non-consensual observation and/or 

photography of one’s breasts by presenting its harms done to victims.  

Responses to Proposal 7: Defence(s) 

Here are our further responses to Question 17. 

32. We agree that a defence of lawful authority or reasonable excuse should be 

provided for the proposed offences under Proposals 2, 4, 5, 6. But we emphasize 
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that it is important to craft such provision with great care so that only the most 

compelling and justifiable circumstances can be excused; because above all, a 

person's consent is at the heart of the entire debate. To override a person's consent 

requires the most compelling justification and utmost scrutiny by the court.  

Here is our further response to Question 18. 

33. We are of the view that the proposed offences should encompass all purposes and 

make no distinction for an offence committed for sexual gratification. Therefore, 

we are of the view that the defence provision should be open to the offences 

committed regardless of purposes. It will however be quite clear that logically, 

someone who commits the offence out of sexual gratification would not, at the 

same time, be doing the act with lawful authority or reasonable excuse.  

 

Here is our further response to Questions 19. 

34. Specific defences to be provided could be made reference to section 221BD (3) of 

the Criminal Code of Western Australia, Australia. 

Responses to Proposal 8: Sexual Conviction Record Check Scheme 

Here is our further response to Question 20. 

35. We take the view that the all proposed offences under Proposals 1 to 6 should be 

included in the Specified List of Sexual Offences under the Sexual Conviction 

Record Check Scheme.  
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Table 1 Comparison of offences of voyeurism and non-consensual photography of intimate images of overseas jurisdictions  

  Offence(s) Obtaining sexual gratification required as an 

element 

England and Wales Voyeurism10 

Voyeurism: Additional offences11 

For the purpose of obtaining sexual gratification and 

humiliating, distressing or alarming B 

Scotland Voyeurism12 For the purpose of obtaining sexual gratification and 

humiliating, distressing or alarming B 

New Zealand Prohibition on making intimate visual recording13 ✗ 

Australia  Australian 

Capital 

Territory 

Intimate observations or capturing visual data etc14 ✗ 

New South 

Wales 

Voyeurism15; 

Filming a person engaged in private act16; 

Filming a person's private parts17 

For the purpose of obtaining, or enabling another 

person to obtain, sexual arousal or sexual gratification 

Record intimate image without consent18 ✗ 

                                                      
10 Sexual Offences Act 2003, s 67  
11 Sexual Offences Act 2003, s 67A 
12 Sexual Offences (Scotland) Act 2009, s 9 
13 Crimes Act 1961 (New Zealand), s 216H 
14 Crimes Act 1900 (Australian Capital Territory), s 61B 
15 Crimes Act 1900 (NSW), s 91J 
16 Crimes Act 1900 (NSW), s 91K 
17 Crimes Act 1900 (NSW), s 91L 
18 Crimes Act 1900 (NSW), s 91P 

http://www5.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/nsw/consol_act/ca190082/s4.html#person
http://www5.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/nsw/consol_act/ca190082/s91n.html#record
http://www5.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/nsw/consol_act/ca190082/s91n.html#intimate_image
http://www5.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/nsw/consol_act/ca190082/s61he.html#consent
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  Offence Obtaining sexual gratification required as an 

element 

Australia Victoria  Observation of genital or anal region19; 

Visually capturing genital or anal region20 

✗ 

 

South Australia Indecent filming21 ✗ 

 

Queensland  Observations or recordings in breach of privacy22 ✗ 

 

 
  

                                                      
19 Summary Offences Act 1966 (Victoria), s 41A 
20 Summary Offences Act 1966(Victoria), s 41B 
21 Summary Offences Act 1953 (South Australia), s26D 
22 Criminal Code Act 1899 (Queensland), s 227A 
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Further views on  

Legislation of new offence on ‘threatening to distribute intimate 

images’; Interim and image-removal orders made by the Court 
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Legislation of new offence on ‘threatening to distribute intimate’  

36. It is noted that the act of ‘threatening to distribute intimate images’ is not included 

in the proposed offences of the Consultation Paper and we propose to the 

Government the introduction of a new offence of ‘threatening to distribute intimate 

images’.  

The inseparable nature of ‘threatening to distribute intimate image’ and non-

consensual taking and distributing intimate images  

37. According to the service data of RainLily, it came to our attention that victims who 

suffered from non-consensual taking or distribution of intimate images 

usually succumb to threats to distribute intimate images at the same time. Among 

the three kinds of image-based sexual violence, the most common form is non-

consensual taking of intimate images, followed by threats to distribute and non-

consensual distribution sequentially. In other words, threatening to distribute 

intimate images is more ubiquitous than distribution. In some cases, it is 

unclear if the perpetrator does take hold of the intimate images—the victim, being 

in an intimate relationship with the perpetrator, cannot be sure if any intimate 

images had been taken unbeknownst to him/her/them.   

38. The same pattern is also observed in the survey results published in the Survey 

Report on Image-based Sexual Violence (‘the survey report’) (ACSVAW, 2020) 

(see Appendix). It is found that non-consensual taking of intimate images and 

observation of private acts were the most common and then followed by threats or 

blackmail to distribute intimate images.  

Table 2 Image-based sexual violence experienced in the past 3 years (N=206) 

(multiple choices allowed)  

Type of image-based sexual violence Frequency 

Intimate images being taken without consent  151 

Private acts being observed without consent/voyeurism 82 

Threatened or blackmailed with distribution of intimate images 62 

Intimate images being distributed without consent 60 

Intimate images being stolen  44 

Hidden cameras uncovered 25 

Sexualised photoshopping 16 

Source:  

Survey Report on Image-based Sexual Violence (ACSVAW, 2020)(see Appendix) 

39. The victims’ experience where non-consensual taking, non-consensual 

distribution of intimate images and threatening to distribute intimate images are 

happening as continuous events, is theorized to be a continuum of practices that 

form the concept of ‘image-based sexual abuse’ (McGlynn et al. 2017, p.27). 

Addressing them as a ‘continuum’ is to reveal the common characters 
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underpinning these seemingly disparate phenomena, which are coercion, 

intimidation, abuse, threat and force used to manipulate victims, and to also 

emphasize the close connections among the acts such that they are ‘a series of 

elements or events that pass into one another and which cannot be easily 

distinguished’ (Kelly 1988, p.76).  

40. Therefore, not criminalizing the act of threatening to distribute intimate images 

fails to adequately address the breadth of the victim’s experience. It fails to offer 

comprehensive protection to victims such that they are unable to seek help from 

the judicial system when they face destructive threats from perpetrators.   

Harms of ‘threatening to distribute intimate image’ from a victim’s perspective 

41. Before the actual distribution of the intimate images, perpetrators often exert 

threats for a persisting period of time in order to impose control, manipulate, 

intimidate, harass and/or blackmail the other person. Threatening to distribute 

intimate images is a common means to force the person to stay in a violent 

relationship and compel them to acquiesce to unreasonable demands.   

42. In our experience, the harms and fears caused by the threat to distribute intimate 

images are as significant as actual distribution. The destructive power of threats 

and extortion on a person’s life cannot be overlooked. In the survey report, which 

included in-depth interviews with victims who experienced the threats to share 

intimate images, shows that perpetrators are often known to the victims, such as 

their intimate partners. In our observation, the perpetrators’ motives are usually 

unrelated to sexual desires, but often arise out of the desire to control and dominate 

their partners. By using intimate images as a tool of control, perpetrators 

manipulate their partners by threatening to spread their intimate images to their 

families and friends. 
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43. One interviewee of the survey report, Rain,23 received threats from her ex-partner 

to spread her intimate videos her friends and family, if not, to the internet. Rain’s 

case demonstrates a typical scenario for victims of coercions of such nature: they 

live in constant fear and yet feel utterly powerless in stopping the perpetrator or 

seeking help from a third party:  

44. Intimate images are like ticking time bombs that haunt every second of the victims’ 

lives. The fact that the images may be distributed at any time exerts immense 

pressure on the victims. Like the dilemma faced by Rain, the victims are often too 

afraid to take any actions because they fear any resistance may agitate the 

perpetrators, and they would put the threats into action and distribute the images 

for real. Once the images are uploaded onto the internet or sent to others’ phones, 

it is virtually impossible to completely remove the relevant images and the victims 

therefore feel that things are irreversible.  

45. The genuine stress caused by these threats may paralyze the lives of the victims, 

causing them to lose their jobs and unable to support their living, and worse still, 

severely affect their mental wellbeing. According to the survey report, among 

those who reported to have experienced threats of distributing intimate images, 

63% reported feelings of helplessness and alarmingly, 29% of them ‘had the 

thought of committing suicide or had committed suicide’ (ACSVAW, 2020). The 

impacts of threatening to distribute intimate images must not be underestimated. 

Necessity to introduce a specific offence       

46. It is necessary to create a specific offence against the act of ‘threatening to 

                                                      
23 Pseudonym  

Case study: threats to distribute intimate images 

Rain received threats from her ex-partner to post her intimate videos to a social 

media page related to the company she works for and to send the videos to her 

close friends, in order to ruin Rain’s reputation. In face of such extortion, Rain 

was worried that any tiny act of hers may trigger her ex-partner and that he 

really would send the photos to her colleagues. Therefore, Rain succumbed to 

the unreasonable requests from her ex-partner for more than half a year.  

Since then, Rain was reluctant to join gatherings organized by her friends for a 

long period of time, worrying that her friends might suddenly tell her that they 

had received her nude photos from an unfamiliar Facebook account. Rain was 

also afraid of going to the internet, fearing that she might see her own nude 

images when browsing certain websites.  

Source:  

Survey Report on Image-based Sexual Violence (ACSVAW 2020) (Appendix) 
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distribute intimate image’ for the following reasons.  

47. Existing criminal offences are insufficient to address the situation. Currently, 

instances of threatening to distribute intimate image may be prosecuted under the 

offences of ‘blackmail’ (Section 23 of the Theft Ordinance), ‘criminal 

intimidation’ (Section 24 of the Crimes Ordinance) and ‘procuring another person 

to do an unlawful sexual act by threats or intimidation’ (Section 119 of the Crimes 

Ordinance). However, these three offences are coined in general and broad terms, 

not specifically intended nor envisioned to deal with threats to distribute intimate 

images. This leads to the following problems: no suitable legal remedies in place 

to deal with the harm of distribution, and defendants convicted of these existing 

offences will not be included in the Specified List of Sexual Offences under the 

Sexual Conviction Record Check Scheme. 

48. Incentivizing police investigation. The survey report investigates an example of 

threat to distribute intimate images in which the victim reported to the police after 

being threatened by his ex-partner. However, the police refused to follow up and 

even persuaded him to find a way to deal with it on his own and via interpersonal 

negotiations (ACSVAW, 2020) (see Section 4.5.of the survey report of Appendix). 

Without specific laws in place, the police might not be aware of the severity of 

such behavior and would simply classify these incidents as private disputes. They 

believe that private disputes are not be resolved by resorting to the judicial system, 

rather, communication and reconciliation on a personal level is sufficient. An 

offence for threats to distribute intimate images in criminal system will provide a 

pivotal guidance to police in addressing the severity of the act and enhance their 

incentive in initiating investigation.  

49. Clear message of deterrence to the public. Creating an offence of threatening to 

distribute intimate images will have a deterrent effect as it sends a clear message 

that such behavior is no longer tolerated or considered a grey area of the law, but 

is instead criminalized by the laws of Hong Kong. Labelling it as a legal wrong in 

a clear way would deter the public from committing such act and reduce crimes. 

50. Keeping up with overseas standards. There is already a global trend to legislate 

against threats to distribute intimate images in many overseas jurisdictions, and 

Hong Kong is recommended to keep up with overseas practices. Common law 

jurisdictions, including Scotland, New Zealand and six states of Australia, have 

already established specific offences targeting threats to distribute intimate images 

without consent (see Table 3 Offence against ‘threats to distribute intimate images’ 

of overseas jurisdictions):  
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Table 3 Offences against ‘threats to distribute intimate images’ in overseas jurisdictions  

Jurisdiction Offence 

Scotland Abusive Behaviour and Sexual Harm (Scotland) Act 2016  

Section 2 Disclosing, or threatening to disclose, an intimate 

photograph or film   

Australian Capital 

Territory, Australia  

Crimes Act 1900 (Australian Capital Territory)    

Section 72E Threaten to capture or distribute intimate images 

New South Wales, 

Australia 

Crimes Act 1900 No. 40 (NSW)    

Section 91R Threaten to record or distribute intimate image 

South Australia, 

Australia 

Summary Offences Act 1953 (SA)   

Section 26DA Threat to distribute invasive image or image 

obtained from indecent filming 

Queensland, 

Australia 

Criminal Code Act 1899 (Qld)   

Section 229A Threats to distribute intimate image or prohibited 

visual recording 

Victoria, Australia Summary Offences Act 1966 (Vic)    

Section 41DB Threat to distribute intimate image 

Northern Territory, 

Australia 

Criminal Code Act 1983 (NT)   

Section 208AC Threaten to distribute intimate images 

New Zealand Harmful Digital Communications Act 2015 (NZ) 

Principles 1- 5  

 

51. Governments around the world have long been aware of its prevalence and make 

legal remedies available to tackle intimate image extortion. It is therefore 

necessary for the law in Hong Kong to keep up with the latest global developments. 

The following part will illustrate our concrete recommendations for the legislation. 

Our recommendations for the legislation  

52. With reference to the relevant offences in overseas jurisdictions listed in Table 3, 

we propose two ways for Hong Kong to legislate for threatening to distribute 

intimate images: 

(1) First, to extend the proposed scope of acts for proposals 5 and 6 of the 

Consultation Paper (i.e. Non-consensual Distribution of Intimate Images) 

by including the act of threatening to distribute intimate images, 

referencing section 2 of the Abusive Behaviour and Sexual Harm (Scotland) 

Act 2016.  

(2) Second, to create a standalone offence against threatening to distribute 

intimate images, referencing section 208AC of Criminal Code Act 1983 of 

Northern Territory, Australia. 

Scotland 

Section 2 of the Abusive Behaviour and Sexual Harm (Scotland) Act 2016:  

‘A person (“A”) commits an offence if—  
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(1) A discloses, or threatens to disclose, a photograph or film which shows, or 

appears to show, another person (“B”) in an intimate situation,  

(2) by doing so, A intends to cause B fear, alarm or distress or A is reckless as 

to whether B will be caused fear, alarm or distress, and  

(3) the photograph or film has not previously been disclosed to the public at 

large, or any section of the public, by B or with B’s consent.’  

Northern Territory, Australia 

Section 208AC of the Criminal Code Act 1983 (NT):  

‘(1) A person commits an offence if the person: 

(a) intentionally threatens to distribute an intimate image of another person; 

and 

(b) intends the other person to fear that the threat would be carried out.  

(2) In a prosecution for an offence against this section: 

(a) a threat may be made by any conduct, whether explicit, implicit, conditional 

or unconditional; and 

(b) it is not necessary to prove that the other person actually feared that the 

threat would be carried out; and 

(c) a person may be found guilty even if carrying out the threat is impossible. 

 Examples for subsection (2)(c) 

1 The image does not exist 

2 Technical limitations prevent the person from distributing the image’  

53. Whether or not ‘threatening to distribute intimate image’ is established as a 

standalone offence or incorporated into the scope of the offences under Proposals 

5 and 6, we recommend following the framework of the Criminal Code Act 1983 

of Northern Territory, Australia because: 1) it contains detailed provisions on the 

definition of threat; 2) it provides threats can be carried out whether or not the 

image exists and; 3) there is no requirement to prove whether the victim actually 

feared that the threat would be carried out.  

54. It is crucial to have an inclusive definition of threat such as that of Northern 

Territory’s, i.e. the threat can be verbal or physical, explicit or implicit, and 

conditional or unconditional because it encompasses all types of threats and leaves 

no grey area for dispute. The offence should apply regardless of whether the 

intimate images exist or not: in our dealings with cases involving threats to 

distribute intimate image, it is true that some do not know whether or not the 

intimate images are actually in existence, especially in situations where the 

perpetrator threatened to share images that are filmed without the person’s 

knowledge. As the intention to cause fear is an important element in establishing 

culpability, the focus should not be on whether the intimate images actually exist, 

but whether the perpetrator intends to cause harm.  

55. Furthermore, we also recommend following the Abusive Behaviour and Sexual 
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Harm (Scotland) Act 2016 and include an element of recklessness – ‘by doing so, 

A intends to cause B fear, alarm or distress or A is reckless as to whether B will be 

caused fear, alarm or distress’ – as the mens rea element of this particular offence. 

The inclusion of reckless intention will thus be able to encompass situations where 

the perpetrator may not intend to make a threat, but ought to know he/she/they has 

made one.  
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Interim and image-removal orders made by the Court  

56. We are of the opinion that the Court should be able to order an individual to remove 

the relevant images, if he/she/they is found guilty of an offence against voyeurism, 

intimate prying, non-consensual photography of intimate parts, non-consensual 

distribution of intimate images and threatening to distribute intimate images. The 

Court should also have the power to order the online content host to take down the 

images. A failure to comply with the order by the convicted person should be 

enforceable.  

Importance of Court-mandated removal of intimate images and interim orders 

57. For victims who experienced intimate image sexual violence, the source of their 

worries stems from the existence of the images. As long as the images are still in 

the perpetrator’s possession, the victim will live in perpetual fear. The distress will 

not dissipate until the image is deleted or destroyed.  

58. For victims whose intimate images were distributed to the internet or sent to the 

others, they are terrified that the images will be re-posted by netizens and 

circulated widely. While victims can request the online content hosts to take down 

the images, the hosts still have the discretion to decide whether or not            

to take down the images. Therefore, it is of paramount importance for the Court to 

intervene in this process. The Court should be empowered to make orders to 

remove the intimate images in order to minimize the traumas suffered by the 

victims and offer meaningful protection to them.  

59. It should be noted that the criminal proceedings can be lengthy, and the publicity 

of a criminal case can bring further harm to the victim if he/she/they have no relief 

to take down the intimate images pending trial. To provide comprehensive 

protection to the victim, interim orders should also be available. 

Similar provisions in overseas jurisdictions   

60. There are similar provisions regarding orders of removal and takedown in overseas 

jurisdictions such as New Zealand and Queensland, which are of probative value 

to Hong Kong.  

61. Section 19 of the Harmful Digital Communications Act 2015 (HDC Act) of New 

Zealand provides that the court has power to make orders against the defendant: 

New Zealand 

Section 19 of the HDC Act (NZ) outlines a variety of orders that can be made by 

the court against a defendant:  

‘(a) an order to take down or disable material: 

(b) an order that the defendant cease or refrain from the conduct concerned: 
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(c) an order that the defendant not encourage any other persons to engage in 

similar communications towards the affected individual: 

(d) an order that a correction be published: 

(e) an order that a right of reply be given to the affected individual: 

(f) an order that an apology be published.’24 

62. Section 19 of the HDC Act (NZ) also empowers a court to make the following 

orders against an online content host: 

‘(a) an order to take down or disable public access to material that has been posted 

or sent: 

(b) an order that the identity of the author of an anonymous or pseudonymous 

communication be released to the court: 

(c) an order that a correction be published in any manner that the court specifies 

in the order: 

(d) an order that a right of reply be given to the affected individual in any manner 

that the court specifies in the order.’25 

63. Non-compliance with the a court order will commit an offence and the offender is 

liable on conviction to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 6 months or a fine 

not exceeding $5,000 for a natural person and a fine not exceeding $20,000 for a 

body corporate.26  

64. Section 18 of the HDC Act (NZ) provides for the court to grant interim orders for 

relief set out in section 19.  

‘18 Interim orders 

(1) The District Court may, if the court considers it is desirable to do so, grant any 

interim orders pending the determination of the application for orders under 

section 19. 

(2) An interim order under this section may do anything that may be done by order 

under section 19 and expires when the application under that section is 

determined.’ 27 

65. In Queensland, section 229AA of the Criminal Code Act 1899 (Qld) provides a 

rectification order in which the court may order the person to take reasonable 

action to remove, retract, recover, delete or destroy an intimate image, if the person 

is convicted of an offence against non-consensual distribution of intimate images, 

observations or recordings in breach of privacy and threats to distribute intimate 

image:  

 

                                                      
24 Harmful Digital Communications Act 2015 (NZ), s 19(1) 
25 Harmful Digital Communications Act 2015 (NZ), s 19(2) 
26 Harmful Digital Communications Act 2015 (NZ), s 21 
27 Harmful Digital Communications Act 2015 (NZ), s 18 
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Queensland, Australia 

 ‘229AA Rectification order    

(1) If a person is convicted of an offence against section 223 (1) [Distributing 

intimate images] , 227A (1) or (2) [Observations or recordings in breach of 

privacy], 227B (1) [Distributing prohibited visual recordings] 

or 229A (1) or (2) [Threats to distribute intimate image or prohibited visual 

recording] the court may order the person to take reasonable action to 

remove, retract, recover, delete or destroy an intimate image or prohibited 

visual recording involved in the offence within a stated period. 

(2) A person who fails to comply with an order made 

under subsection (1) commits a misdemeanor 

Maximum penalty—2 years imprisonment.’28 

66. However, the rectification order in Queensland applies to the convicted person 

only, but not the online content host. The HDC Act (NZ), therefore, includes a 

more comprehensive set of orders targeting both the defendant and the online 

content host and the interim orders to be made by the court. Below are our 

recommendations for the constituents of the image-removal orders and interim 

orders, made by the Courts in Hong Kong. 

Orders can be made by the Court 

67. The order should include a time frame (such as three weeks) in which the 

defendant must take action to remove the images distributed without consent. 

Whether the defendant has taken actions to remove the images should have bearing 

on sentencing. In other words, non-compliance with a court order may lead to 

heavier penalty or amount to a further offence, similar to the Queensland Act and 

the HDC Act (NZ). Sanctions for non-compliance should be stated in the order as 

a warning to the perpetrators of the consequences for failure to comply. 

68. The HDC Act (NZ) empowers the Court to make orders against an online content 

host, including takedown or disabling public access to the material. We are of the 

opinion that Hong Kong Courts should have the same power because it can 

effectively cease the online circulation of the intimate images shared without 

consent. Some victims may find it empowering to take the initiative to contact 

websites and social media platforms to request the removal of images distributed 

without consent. The Court should therefore support these victims in this process 

by handing them an enforceable order to compel takedowns of the intimate images 

from websites.  

69. We concern, the criminal proceedings are lengthy, and the publicity of a criminal 

                                                      
28 Criminal Code Act 1899 (Qld), s 229AA 
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case can bring further harm to the victim if he/she/they have no relief to take down 

the intimate images pending trial. To provide comprehensive protection to the 

victim, interim orders should also be available. In this regard, we recommend 

Hong Kong make reference to Section 18 of the HDC Act (NZ) in this regard. 
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Executive Summary 

PRVW� FRPPRQ� SODFHV� RI� RFFXUUHQFH� ZHUH� SXEOLF�

WUDQVSRUWV�� VWUHHWV�� PRELOH� PHVVDJLQJ� DSSV� DQG�

KRPHV��0RVW�SHUSHWUDWRUV�ZHUH�VWUDQJHUV��SDUWQHUV�

DQG�IULHQGV�RI�YLFWLPV��0RVW�UHVSRQGHQWV�IHOW�DQJU\��

IULJKWHQHG� DQG� ZRUULHG�� ZKLOH� VRPH� GLVFORVHG�

WKDW� WKH\�KDYH�WKRXJKW�WR�FRPPLW�VXLFLGH�RU�KDG�

FRPPLWWHG� VXLFLGH�� ZKLFK� LV� QRWHZRUWK\�� :KHQ�

IDFLQJ� ,%69��PRVW� UHVSRQGHQWV� UHYHDOHG� WKDW� WKH\�

GLG�QRW�NQRZ�KRZ�WR�UHDFW��SUHWHQGHG�WKDW�QRWKLQJ�

KDG�KDSSHQHG�DQG� OHIW� WKH�SODFH�� UHODWLYHO\� IHZHU�

UHVSRQGHQWV�KDYH�UHSRUWHG�WKH�FDVH�WR�WKH�SROLFH��

VRXJKW� KHOS� IURP� SHRSOH� DURXQG� WKHP�� VRXJKW�

KHOS� IURP�VRFLDO� VHUYLFH�RUJDQL]DWLRQV�RU�QRWLILHG�

WKH�VWDII��$V�IRU�WKH�UHVSRQGHQWV�ZKR�QHYHU�VRXJKW�

KHOS� IURP� RU�PHQWLRQHG� WR� RWKHUV�� WKH� FRPPRQ�

UHDVRQV�DUH� 犐GRQ犑W�ZDQW� WR�PDNH� WURXEOH�RU�PDNH�

WKLQJV�ZRUVH犑��犐GHHPHG�KHOS�VHHNLQJ�WR�EH�XVHOHVV犑��

犐GRQ犑W�NQRZ�KRZ�WR�UHVSRQG犑�DQG�犐DIUDLG�RI�EODPLQJ�

RI� K\SHUVHQVLWLYLW\� IURP� RWKHUV犑�� )RU� UHVSRQGHQWV�

ZKR� KDG� UHSRUWHG� WKH� FDVH� WR� WKH� SROLFH�� WKH�

PDMRULW\� RI� WKHP� ZHUH� UHMHFWHG�� 7KH� FRPPRQ�

UHDVRQV� RI� UHMHFWLRQ� LQFOXGH� LQVXIILFLHQF\� RI�

HYLGHQFH��ODFN�RI�ODZV�DQG�WKH�SROLFH�GHHPLQJ�WKH�

FDVH� WR�EH�QRW� VHULRXV�� )RU� UHFRPPHQGDWLRQV�RQ�

UHGXFLQJ� ,%69��PRVW� UHVSRQGHQWV� DJUHHG� WR�KDYH�

VSHFLILF�OHJLVODWLRQ��

$FFRUGLQJ� WR� WKH� NH\� ILQGLQJV� RI� LQGLYLGXDO� LQ�

GHSWK� LQWHUYLHZV�� WKH�UHVSRQGHQWV� IHOW�YLRODWHG� LQ�

WHUPV�RI� VH[XDO�DXWRQRP\� IURP� WKH�SHUSHWUDWRU犑V�

EHKDYLRUV� WKDW� GLVUHJDUGHG� RU� YLRODWHG� WKHLU� ZLOO��

,%69� EURXJKW� FRQWLQXRXV� LPSDFWV� WKDW� ODVWHG� IRU�

ORQJ� WLPH�� ,W� EURXJKW� LUUHYHUVLEOH� FRQVHTXHQFHV�

IRU� UHVSRQGHQWV� ZKRVH� LQWLPDWH� LPDJHV� ZHUH�

GLVWULEXWHG� RQ� WKH� LQWHUQHW�� $SDUW� IURP� LQWLPDWH�

LPDJHV� EHLQJ� GLVWULEXWHG� RQ� WKH� LQWHUQHW�� VRPH�

UHVSRQGHQWV� H[SHULHQFHG� GR[LQJ� ZKLOH� VRPH�

H[SHULHQFHG� F\EHU� EXOO\LQJ�� ZKLFK� DJJUDYDWHG�

WKH� KDUPV�� 5HJDUGLQJ� WKH� IDU�UHDFKLQJ� KDUP�� WKH�

UHVSRQGHQWV�UHIXVHG�WR�GLVFORVH�WKHLU�H[SHULHQFHV�

RU�DVN�IRU�KHOS��ZRUU\LQJ�WKDW�RWKHUV�ZRXOG�EODPH�

7KH� $VVRFLDWLRQ� &RQFHUQLQJ� 6H[XDO� 9LROHQFH�

$JDLQVW�:RPHQ� ODXQFKHG� WKH�VXUYH\� 犐7DNLQJ�DQG�

'LVWULEXWLQJ� ,QWLPDWH� ,PDJHV�:LWKRXW�&RQVHQW犑� LQ�

犈犆犇犏�WR�FROOHFW�WKH�SXEOLF犑V�H[SHULHQFHV�LQ�犐,PDJH�

%DVHG� 6H[XDO� 9LROHQFH� �,%69�犑�� 7KHVH� H[SHULHQFHV�

LQFOXGH�� WDNLQJ� LQWLPDWH� LPDJHV�ZLWKRXW� FRQVHQW��

GLVWULEXWLQJ�� VKDULQJ�� FLUFXODWLQJ� DQG� VHOOLQJ�

LQWLPDWH� LPDJHV� ZLWKRXW� FRQVHQW�� WKUHDWHQLQJ�

RU� H[WRUWLQJ� WR� GLVWULEXWH� LQWLPDWH� LPDJHV�� DQG�

FUHDWLQJ�IDNH�SRUQRJUDSK\�

7KH� UHVHDUFK� LV� FRPSULVHG� RI� D� TXHVWLRQQDLUH�

VXUYH\� DQG� LQ�GHSWK� LQWHUYLHZV� WR� FROOHFW� ERWK�

TXDQWLWDWLYH� DQG� TXDOLWDWLYH� GDWD�� 7KH� WDUJHW�

SRSXODWLRQ� LV� SHRSOH� ZKR� KDYH� H[SHULHQFHG� DQ\�

NLQG�V��RI� ,%69� LQ� WKH�SDVW�犉�\HDUV��$� WRWDO�RI�犈犆犌�

SHRSOH�KDYH�ILOOHG�LQ�WKH�TXHVWLRQQDLUH��7KURXJK�WKH�

TXHVWLRQQDLUH��ZH�JRW�LQ�WRXFK�ZLWK�犇犇�YLFWLPV�DQG�

FRQGXFWHG�LQ�GHSWK�LQWHUYLHZV�ZLWK�WKHP��:H�DOVR�

FRQGXFWHG�DQ�LQ�GHSWK�LQWHUYLHZ�ZLWK�犇�FR�ZRUNHU�

RI�VRFLDO�ZHOIDUH�RUJDQL]DWLRQ��7KH�UHVHDUFK�DLPV�WR�

GHOLQHDWH�WKH�SUHYDOHQFH�RI�GLIIHUHQW�NLQGV�RI�,%69�

HQFRXQWHUHG�E\�WKH�SXEOLF��WR�FROOHFW�WKH�GDWD�RI�WKH�

IRUPV�RI�,%69�H[SHULHQFHG�E\�WKH�SXEOLF��LQFOXGLQJ�

WKH�FRPPRQ�SODFHV�RI�RFFXUUHQFH�DQG�LGHQWLWLHV�RI�

WKH� SHUSHWUDWRUV�� WR� VWXG\� YLFWLPV犑� VLWXDWLRQV� DQG�

IHHOLQJV�ZKHQ�IDFLQJ�,%69�DQG�WKH�LPSDFWV�RI�,%69�

RQ� WKHP�� WR� VWXG\�YLFWLPV犑� UHVSRQVHV�DQG�DFWLRQV�

WDNHQ�ZKHQ� IDFLQJ� ,%69� DQG� WKH� UHDVRQV�� DQG�� WR�

JLYH�FRQFUHWH�UHFRPPHQGDWLRQV�RQ�UHGXFLQJ�DQG�

SUHYHQWLQJ� ,%69� IURP�KDSSHQLQJ�DQG�PLQLPL]LQJ�

WKH�KDUPV�EURXJKW�WR�YLFWLPV�

$FFRUGLQJ�WR�WKH�NH\�ILQGLQJV�RI�WKH�TXHVWLRQQDLUH��

QRQ�FRQVHQVXDO�WDNLQJ�RI�LQWLPDWH�LPDJHV�ZDV�WKH�

PRVW�FRPPRQ�IRUP�RI�,%69��,W�LV�WKHQ�UHVSHFWLYHO\�

IROORZHG� E\� YR\HXULVP�� WKUHDWV� RU� H[WRUWLRQ��

GLVWULEXWLRQ� RI� LQWLPDWH� LPDJHV� ZLWKRXW� FRQVHQW��

WKHIW� RI� LQWLPDWH� LPDJHV�� GLVFRYHU\� RI� KLGGHQ�

FDPHUDV�� DQG� FUHDWLRQ� RI� IDNH� SRUQRJUDSK\��

0RVW� UHVSRQGHQWV� ZHUH� DJHG� 犈犊� RU� EHORZ�� 7KH�
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WKHPVHOYHV�� $� UHVSRQGHQW� WULHG� WR� UHSRUW� WR� WKH�

SROLFH�� EXW� WKH� SROLFH� MXGJHG� ZKHWKHU� WKH� FDVH�

VKRXOG� EH� ILOHG�EDVHG�RQ�ZURQJ� FULWHULD�� DQG� WKH�

FDVH� ZDV� XOWLPDWHO\� UHMHFWHG�� &RXSOHG� ZLWK� WKH�

SROLFH犑V�ODFN�RI�NQRZOHGJH�RQ�KDQGOLQJ�,%69�FDVHV��

FXUUHQW� MXGLFLDO� VWUXFWXUHV� KDYH� LQFUHDVHG� WKH�

GLIILFXOW\�IRU�YLFWLPV�WR�VHHN�KHOS�

7KH�UHSRUW�PDNHV�WKH�IROORZLQJ�UHFRPPHQGDWLRQV�

RQ�KRZ�VRFLHW\�FDQ�UHGXFH�DQG�SUHYHQW� ,%69�DQG�

KDUPV�WR�YLFWLPV�� ILUVW�� WR�HVWDEOLVK�VSHFLILF�VH[XDO�

RIIHQFHV� LQ� +RQJ� .RQJ� WR� WDFNOH� GLIIHUHQW� IRUPV�

RI� ,%69�� VHFRQG�� WR� VWUHQJWKHQ� SXEOLF� HGXFDWLRQ�

ZKLFK� WHDFKHV� SHRSOH� QRW� WR� FRPPLW� ,%96�� WKLUG��

WR�VWUHQJWKHQ�SXEOLF�HGXFDWLRQ�ZKLFK�VWUHVVHV�WKH�

UHVSRQVLELOLWLHV� RI� E\VWDQGHUV� LQ� UHGXFLQJ� ,%69��

IRXUWK�� LQWHUQHW� SODWIRUP� SURYLGHUV� WR� HVWDEOLVK�

XVHUV犑� JXLGH� DQG� UHPRYDO�PHFKDQLVPV� UHJDUGLQJ�

QRQ�FRQVHQVXDO� GLVWULEXWLRQ� RI� LQWLPDWH� LPDJHV��

ILIWK�� WR� SURYLGH� WUDLQLQJ� RQ� LQWLPDWH� SDUWQHU�

YLROHQFH�DQG�,%69�IRU�ODZ�HQIRUFHPHQW�DJHQFLHV�
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⎽䦨⮭⽘₶ƞ

䦨⽘㔄⽘⸒㜑⽾ㇸ䙫⏳ヶ⯮䦨⽘䅎㕊Ἧ∗
䶙ᷱ媽⢮ƞ

⯴㖠⯮凑ⷘ䙫㨊⬷䧢劘㎌㜏∗剙ガ⽘₶Ə
Ọ⊹䴉憸按˛�

Ƽⸯᾍ⻥㕲⅙ƽ⬪廡䵊榒圊䃰

˥⽘₶『㚛⊂ƋLPDJH�EDVHG�VH[XDO�DEXVHƌ˦
ᷧ婅䙫Ὥ㹷㘖勘⛲⭟俬&ODUH�0F*O\QQƏ(ULND��
5DFNOH\��5XWK�+RXJKWRQ✏犈犆犇犍⹛䙣塏✏⭟⇱
)HPLQLVW�/HJDO�6WXGLHV�䙫媽㕮�%H\RQG�犐5HYHQJH�
3RUQ犑�� 7KH� &RQWLQXXP� RI� ,PDJH�EDVHG� 6H[XDO�
$EXVH˛ὃ俬婴䈙Ə⽘₶『㚛⊂㈧⚱㋓䙫堳䈙ă㊴
㔄˚㕊Ἧ˚ₚ斘˚奨僬˚䧢劘㎌㜏ă㘖ᷧῲ˥怊
乳檻ƋFRQWLQXXPƌ˦Ə怀Ẃ堳䈙Ḳ敺㛰䶱⮭䙫
旃ᾩ˚曊Ọ⇭≙Ɲ㕊Ἧ䙫䦨⮭⽘₶⏖僤㘖⁞㊴⽾Ὥ
䙫Ə⯮⽘₶䧢劘㎌㜏Ḳ⽳䔏Ὥ奨僬⯴㖠ㇽ㕊Ἧ∗䶙
䵈˛㭋⣽Ə⽘₶『㚛⊂⑳⅝ẽ䙫『㚛⊂Ə㒨㛰䛟ἣ
䙫䉠⾜Ə⋬㋓Ɲ怀Ẃ堳䈙✮㜑䍙⽾䕝Ṳạ䙫⏳ヶƞ
⭪Ὸᾜ䊖ṭᷧῲạ䙫『凑Ḣ㫱ƞ俳ᾜ䊖俬⸟奲䙫⊼
㩆㘖侅徘˚⧨♮˚㎎∝˚樞㓥˚㔖愴⯴㖠˛⟡㖣ᷱ
志⎆⛇Ə&ODUH�0F*O\QQ䬰ạ⻡䪲ṭ˥⽘₶『㚛
⊂˦㥩ƏỌ㹽䢡㎶志⑳ₚ恅堳䈙䙫㜓峑⑳⽘柦˛

˥⽘₶『㚛⊂˦㭋㥩㛰嶚⤇䙫⯓⺍⎢⚱㋓ㇸῸ廪
婴嬿䙫㥩Ɲ⁞㊴˚⁞䪡˚⁞㊴壀˚䅎㴨⇡˚
壟䅎⣽㴨˚⾐Ắ剙ガƞ⭪ḙ怊嵞ᷱ志䙫堳䈙Ə
䏥⭪Ὸ䙫⅘⏳䉠⾜˛凮㭋⏳㘩Ə⭪㘖ᷧῲ㛰䔏䙫ⷌ
⅞ƏᷴἭ⹒⊐ㇸῸ䞔姊⎱⇭㝷怀ᷧ怊ḙ凮⽘₶㛰旃
䙫『㚛⊂ƏṆ⹒⊐䤥㛪㕛⅏✗〄俪㔦䬽⑳㲼⽲㔠
材˛

俪ㅕ∗⅓䜥⯴˥⽘₶『㚛⊂˦䙫㥩ㇽ娘ㄆ∗昳
䔆Ə㜓㛪⯮┶⍞媦㟌⑤⏴䈙Ƽἵㆋ�㗨䱑⋊⿍㐡Ḇ
䡿⪄ⸯᾍ䱑椕␍∵好㚣ƽƏ孺ẽῸ䬓ᷧ䜣Ⱈ㍳㏈㘖
㬈┶⍞媦㟌㈧懄⯴䙫堳䈙ƞ䄝俳Ə媦㟌⯍暂㶜咲㈧
㛰⽘₶『㚛⊂堳䈙˛
�



⽘₶『㚛⊂䵺樾媦㟌⠘�����犌

䛒䤴侊㔭

徸⹛㛰态姱䧲墒㏔䙣㛰⤎憶㛰旃⁞㊴˚㕊Ἧ䦨⮭
⽘₶䙫例䴫ƏㇷⓈ✏例䴫Ⅼ⇭Ẓ䦨⮭䅎䈮Əḍ懄⯴
䛟Ḕạ⣒䙣塏ᾕ徘『䙫姧媽犇ƞ⏳㘩Ə䶙ᷱ媽⢮ẍⅹ
嵞⽯⤁Ọ⁞㊴䈙Ḣ栳䙫姵媽⌧犈˛��

ᷱ志䏥屈孍ゼㇸῸ⽘₶『㚛⊂䙫㙕怴『Ə⏳㘩ẍ媓
㗵㛰⽯⤁ạ㭊✏䵺㭞⽘₶『㚛⊂Ə䄝俳Ə㜓㸖㜑㛰
㎶志⎱⇭㝷怀桅⎾⮚ạ䵺樾䙫㕟㓁˛㛰搹㖣㭋Ə㜓
㛪㖣犈犆犇犏⹛敲ⰼ˥⁞㊴�㜑䵺⏳ヶ㕊Ἧ䦨⮭⽘₶䵺
樾┶⍞媦㟌˦ƏỌ㔝暭⅓䜥䙫⽘₶『㚛⊂䵺樾˛

䛒䤴䖬㣗

㎶志⅓䜥恔怮ᷴ⏳桅∌䙫⽘₶『㚛⊂䙫㙕
怴䧲⺍ƞ

㎶志⅓䜥怮∗䙫⽘₶『㚛⊂Ḳ⽉ㄲƏ⋬㋓
⸟奲䙫䙣䔆✗滅ㇽ䩡敺˚ᾜ䊖俬庒Ụƞ

㎉姵⅓䜥恔怮⽘₶『㚛⊂䙫⅞檻嘼⡪⑳ㄆ
⎾Ə怀Ẃ恔怮⯴ẽ�⥠Ὸ䙫⽘柦ƞ

㎉姵⽘₶『㚛⊂⎾⮚ạ杉⯴㚛⊂㘩䙫⎴
ㆰ˚㎈⎽䙫堳⊼⑳⎆⛇ƞ

Ⱈ㸂⯸⎱柷昙⽘₶『㚛⊂䙫䙣䔆㎷⇡⅞檻�������
⻡字˛

犇�������ὲ⥩态姱廆ờ7HOHJUDP墒㏔䙣ⅎ㛰⤎憶旃㖣⁞㊴䙫例䴫Ə⋬㋓㛰˥
堾㊴尞˦˚˥㠈㛴尞˦˚˥溸䵙�党党尞˦˚˥∝㛴尞˦䬰䬰Ə㮶ῲ例䴫ㇷ
Ⓢ䔘犇犆犆犆凚急犉犆犆犆ạᷴ䬰ƏㇷⓈ✏例䴫Ⅼ姵媽⁞㊴婘栳˚㕊Ἧ⁞㊴䅎˛⎪
俪Ɲ榀㸖犆犇Ƌ犈犆犇犍⹛犆犍㛯犈犏㗌ƌ˥7HOHJUDP⁞㊴例䴫㹎䏥ƏㇷⓈ急〉⇭
Ẓ溸䵙䟔壀䅎˦ƝKWWSV���ZZZ�KN犆犇�FRP�䆘䇭婘栳�犇犆犌犍犎犏�WHOHJUDP⁞
㊴例䴫㹎䏥�ㇷⓈ急〉⇭Ẓ溸䵙䟔壀䅎�孍�恐㘩⟞㲼˛��
犈�������ὲ⥩榀㸖᷽ᷧ䙣KN犇犊犎IRUXP˚9RR+.姵媽⌧˚屺⢮˛�

熅� ⸯᾍ⻥㕲⅙䱑椕好㚣

䛒䤴㑷㮓

㜓㬈媦㟌㎈⎽㷞⏯䙫䟻䩝㖠㲼Ə䴷⏯┶⍞媦㟌⑳
ῲạ㷘⅌娑媮Ə⾅俳㪉好⅓䜥恔怮⽘₶『㚛⊂䙫䵺
樾˛

␍∵好㚣㖠杉Ə㜓㛪娔姯ṭᷧỤ䶙ᷱ┶⍞Əᷱ廰∗
旃㳏⩍⥚『㚛⊂⌻㛪䙫⭿㖠䶙䫀Ə䛕㨀⯴屈㘖怵
⎢ᷰ⹛Ⅼ㛥恔怮⽘₶『㚛⊂䙫ạ⣒˛㕟㓁㎈暭ⷌ
ὃ㖣犈犆犇犏⹛犋㛯犌㗌凚犈犆犈犆⹛犇㛯犉犇㗌㜆敺怙堳˛
㛧⽳ƏㇸῸ㔝暭∗犈犆犌ῲ㛰㔯⛅ㆰƏ⋬㋓犇犎犍ἴ⥚
『˚犇犎ἴ䔞『⎱犇ἴ巏『∌ạ⣒˛

凚㖣㲯‣壨妅Ə䔘㖣┶⍞䙫⅝Ḕᷧ怺栳䛕婉┶⡒⯒
ạ⣒㘖␍㛰凯嶊ὃ怙ᷧ㭌ῲạ娑媮Ọ⎱䕀ᷲ偖䵈Ə
岇岓偞Ⓢ㛧⽳ㇷ⊆Ọ曢惜⎱曢婘ㇷ⊆㎌姟∗犇犇ῲ⎾
⮚ạƏ⋬㋓犈ἴ䔞『˚犎ἴ⥚『˚犇ἴ巏『∌ạ⣒˛
㛰旃娑┶⽉Ə⅝Ḕ犇ῲ⥚⎾娑俬Ọ好栢㖠怙堳
娑媮˚犇ῲ⥚⎾娑俬Ọ曢婘态婘怙堳娑媮Ə⅝棿✮
䈙㛪杉娑媮˛晋㭋Ḳ⣽Ə㜓㬈媦㟌Ṇ娑┶ṭ犇⏴㛥
⌻⊐⎾⮚ạ䙫䤥䥶㩆㦲⥚『⏳ⷌ˛



⽘₶『㚛⊂䵺樾媦㟌⠘�����犍

熆� ␍∵好㚣䰎㙚�

熆�熄�� ⊕壨仃侊㔭

㛰旃⎾娑俬䙫『∌Ə犇犎犍ạ㘖⥚『˚犇犎ạ㘖䔞
『˚犇ạ㘖巏『∌Ƌ⛽犇ƌƏ⎾娑俬䙫⹛潈㛧⤁Ẳḵ
犈犆�犈犊㭙ƋQ 犍犇ƌ˚犇犋�犇犏㭙ƋQ 犋犇ƌỌ⎱犈犋�犈犏
㭙ƋQ 犉犆ƌƋ⛽犈ƌ˛�

◔熄濣⻥⃣��1 熅熃熉��

◔熅濣ⴲ渟��1 熅熃熉�

熆�熅�� ⊕壨仃䕂ⸯᾍ⻥㕲⅙䱑椕ᴉ⸠〉

㛧⤁⎾娑俬✏怵⎢ᷰ⹛恔怮⁞㊴ƋQ 犇犋犇ƌ˚⁞䪡
ƋQ 犎犈ƌ˚墒⧨僬ㇽ⊹䴉㕊Ἧ䦨⮭⽘₶ƋQ 犌犈ƌ
Ƌ⛽犉ƌƞ旃㖣Ṳ䙣✗滅ㇽ䩡敺Ə㛧⸟奲㘖⅓⅘ẋ
态ⷌ⅞ƋQ 犏犉ƌ˚堾怺ƋQ 犋犈ƌ˚态姱ㆰ䔏䧲
ƋQ 犋犈ƌƋ⛽犊ƌƞ㛰旃ᾜ䊖俬䙫庒ỤƏ㛧⤁⎾娑
俬塏䤡㘖昳䔆ạƋQ 犇犇犌ƌ˚ἛᾝƋQ 犊犍ƌƋ⛽
犋ƌƏ俳ᾜ䊖俬䙫『∌䴼⤎⤁㕟㘖䔞『ƋQƠ犇犍犎ƌ��
Ƌ⛽犌ƌ˛

◔熆濣弌≹᳇ⴲ弫弅䕂ⸯᾍ⻥㕲⅙��1 熅熃熉�

Ƌ⏖恟⤁柬ƌ

◔熇濣ⸯᾍ⻥㕲⅙䔺䏝䕂◮涜�䤸摑��1 熅熃熉�

Ƌ⏖恟⤁柬ƌ

�

◔熈濣ṳ䅭仃䕂嵩ᶻ��1 熅熃熉�

Ƌ⏖恟⤁柬ƌ

 

ⴲ渟 (N=206)

弌≹᳇ⴲ弫弅䕂ⸯᾍ⻥㕲⅙ (N=206)

濑⊭弶⟘曃濒

 

ⴲ渟 (N=206)

弌≹᳇ⴲ弫弅䕂ⸯᾍ⻥㕲⅙ (N=206)

濑⊭弶⟘曃濒

 

ⴲ渟 (N=206)

弌≹᳇ⴲ弫弅䕂ⸯᾍ⻥㕲⅙ (N=206)

濑⊭弶⟘曃濒

 

 

ⸯᾍ⻥㕲⅙䔺䏝䕂◮涜/䤸摑 (N=206)

濑⊭弶⟘曃濒

ṳ䅭仃䕂嵩ᶻ (N=206)

濑⊭弶⟘曃濒

ṳ䅭仃䕂⻥⃣ (N=206)

濑⊭弶⟘曃濒

 

 

ⸯᾍ⻥㕲⅙䔺䏝䕂◮涜/䤸摑 (N=206)

濑⊭弶⟘曃濒

ṳ䅭仃䕂嵩ᶻ (N=206)

濑⊭弶⟘曃濒

ṳ䅭仃䕂⻥⃣ (N=206)

濑⊭弶⟘曃濒
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◔熋濣⊋ょ��1 熅熃熉�

Ƌ⏖恟⤁柬ƌ

◔熌濣⹜㗨⋏ᶹḓᵸ㬀Ⅷピ㊎⊈䕂≝▞��1 熄熃熉�

Ƌ⏖恟⤁柬ƌ

熆�熇�� ⊕壨仃⫉㬀⊶㮓ⵤ㊲Ⅷ䕂⾃㭿

⛽犎桖䤡Ə㛰犋犇ῲ⎾娑俬㛥Ⱈ吾⽘₶『㚛⊂䙫恔怮
⠘孍㰩⊐Ə⅝Ḕ犉犋ạ恔孍⯆㊹䴼吤㠯Ə犇犋ạ䍙⽾∗
孍⯆吤㠯巆怙Ƌ⛽犇犆ƌƞ怀犉犋ῲ恔孍⯆㊹䴼吤㠯䙫
⎾娑俬䙫⛅ㆰ⎴㘇Ə孍⯆㊹䴼䙫⎆⛇㛧㙕怴㘖嬰㓁
ᷴ嶚ƋQ 犈犉ƌ˚䄈㲼ὲƋQ 犈犆ƌƋ⛽犇犇ƌ˛

◔熉濣ṳ䅭仃䕂⻥⃣��1 熅熃熉�

Ƌ⏖恟⤁柬ƌ

�熆�熆�� ⊕壨仃映⫋ⸯᾍ⻥㕲⅙䕂唓❁

杉⯴⽘₶『㚛⊂Ə㛧⤁⎾娑俬ㄆ∗ㆋ⿹ƋQ 犇犈犎ƌ
˚橁ㄳƋQ 犇犇犏ƌ˚㒻⾪ƋQ 犇犇犈ƌƏ‣⽾䕀ヶ
䙫㘖Ə㛰犈犏ῲ⎾娑俬ペ怵凑㮡�㛥凑㮡Ƌ⛽犍ƌ˛
凚㖣⎾娑俬䙫⎴ㆰƏ㛧⤁ạ塏䤡凑ⷘᷴ䟌⥩Ἴ⎴ㆰ
ƋQ 犎犋ƌ˚✗䙣Ṳ敲曉˚ƌ犋犌 QƋṲ⅝䄈勌壄
㖠ƋQ 犌犇ƌ˚㱹㛰⁁ỢἼ凰⊼ƋQ 犋犌ƌƋ⛽犎ƌ
˛✏犈犆犌ῲ⎾娑俬䕝ḔƏ㛰犇犆犌ạ⾅Ὥ㱹㛰⏸ẽạ
㰩⊐ㇽ㎷⎱凑ⷘ䙫䵺㭞Ə㛧⸟奲䙫⎆⛇㘖溢䅐�
ᷴペ㉱Ṳガ㐅⤎ƋQ 犊犎ƌ˚妡⽾㰩⊐䄈䔏ƋQ 犊犎
ƌ˚ᷴ䟌⥩Ἴ⎴ㆰƋQ 犊犉ƌ˚ㅩㅕ∌ạ妡⽾凑ⷘ
⯶栳⤎ὃƋQ 犉犎ƌƋ⛽犏ƌ˛

◔熊濣⊕��1 熅熃熉�

Ƌ⏖恟⤁柬�ƌ

 

 

ⸯᾍ⻥㕲⅙䔺䏝䕂◮涜/䤸摑 (N=206)

濑⊭弶⟘曃濒

ṳ䅭仃䕂嵩ᶻ (N=206)

濑⊭弶⟘曃濒

ṳ䅭仃䕂⻥⃣ (N=206)

濑⊭弶⟘曃濒

 

 

⊕ (N=206)

濑⊭弶⟘曃濒

⊋ょ (N=206)

濑⊭弶⟘曃濒

⹜㗨⋏ᶹḓᵸ㬀Ⅷピ㊎⊈䕂≝▞ (N=106)

濑⊭弶⟘曃濒

 

 

⊕ (N=206)

濑⊭弶⟘曃濒

⊋ょ (N=206)

濑⊭弶⟘曃濒

⹜㗨⋏ᶹḓᵸ㬀Ⅷピ㊎⊈䕂≝▞ (N=106)

濑⊭弶⟘曃濒

 

 

⊕ (N=206)

濑⊭弶⟘曃濒

⊋ょ (N=206)

濑⊭弶⟘曃濒

⹜㗨⋏ᶹḓᵸ㬀Ⅷピ㊎⊈䕂≝▞ (N=106)

濑⊭弶⟘曃濒
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◔熄熃濣⛯娤䕂䰎㙚��1 熈熄�

◔熄熄濣娤⪝㆐䰓勻㜆䕂≝▞��1 熆熈�

Ƌ⏖恟⤁柬ƌ

熆�熈�� ⊕壨仃奋䃰㗇㐆㳙⫏ⸯᾍ⻥㕲⅙䕂ⶸ娮

旃㖣䤥㛪㸂⯸⽘₶『㚛⊂䙫⻡字㎑㖤Ə㛧⤁⎾娑俬
婴䈙㘖奨娔䪲懄⯴⽘₶『㚛⊂䙫䉠⮁㲼ὲƋQ 犇犉犍
ƌ˚⊇⼞佗∮ƋQ 犇犇犇ƌ˚㎏堳㖨妧俬㕀備
ƋQ 犇犆犎ƌ˚⻡䪲䶙䵈㪉凰⎱䧢晋㩆∝ƋQ 犇犆犈ƌ
Ƌ⛽犇犈ƌ˛

◔熄熅濣ⶸ娮��1 熅熃熉�

Ƌ⏖恟⤁柬ƌ

 

 

 

⛯娤䕂䰎㙚 (N=51)

娤⪝㆐䰓勻㜆䕂≝▞ (N=35)

濑⊭弶⟘曃濒

ⶸ娮 (N=206)

濑⊭弶⟘曃濒

 

 

 

⛯娤䕂䰎㙚 (N=51)

娤⪝㆐䰓勻㜆䕂≝▞ (N=35)

濑⊭弶⟘曃濒

ⶸ娮 (N=206)

濑⊭弶⟘曃濒

 

 

 

⛯娤䕂䰎㙚 (N=51)

娤⪝㆐䰓勻㜆䕂≝▞ (N=35)

濑⊭弶⟘曃濒

ⶸ娮 (N=206)

濑⊭弶⟘曃濒



⽘₶『㚛⊂䵺樾媦㟌⠘�����犇犆

ㇸῸ态怵┶⍞媦㟌㎌姟∗犇犇ἴ⽘₶『㚛⊂⎾⮚ạƏ
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